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connected with the mere personality of those around him, and so is
free from all the injustice and partiality which, ordinary love so often
brings m its train.
This is what the Ted&nta means when it desires the extinction of
the Ahamvritti (egoity); what is aimed at is not the destruction but
the elevation or transformation of the individual Self which, brings
with it the spiritual capacity of looking upon all alike1, SamadnsMi.
It means the expansion2 of the Self to become the Self of all. There
is no (< emptiness " in such a conception, where the Self is conceived
as becoming, in the course of its development, so far expanded as
to embrace within it the ( selfs3 of all beings. The language of one
who has reached this stage, says Vasishtha, is:—
" Self fills the whole universe . . . within, without, below, above,
everywhere all is Self, here and there ; there is no Not-Self anywhere
. . . There is nothing which is not in me. What should I desire,
when the whole world is one web of Universal Consciousness."3
<( He who knows (says Shankar4) the Oneness of the Self has no
desires, because for him there is no object to be desired ; as his Atman
is himself, he cannot desire it. The being centred in Self is emanci-
pation. This proceeds from [spiritual] knowledge alone . . No doubt
the variety of Karma prescribed in the Shastras are useful as aids to
knowledge."
It is interesting to read the following description of the Indian
Sage given in the Mahabharata :
" He who behaves towards all creatures as if he is their kinsman,
who has acquired the knowledge of the Supreme Spirit, who is free
from all passions and is absorbed in the knowledge of the Self, he who
is compassionate, whom all creatures have ceased to fear, who abstains
from injuring others m thought, speech or deed, he who is free from
1 Bhag. Git. II, 54-71.               ram Series, 1901 Edn. p 85:—
2 I have advisedly adopted the above ^T^TT'^KFT f^T ^n^TI^ipn U^} II
mode of expression to make my meaning ^XT^M^ Y§- ^ ^iS^ f^^f (
intelligible to those who are not Advaitins,            ^               ^
From the Advaita point of view, it is not ^ Wm WiT SS^TT ^TWTI?Wt ^TO, II
tho Self that is expanded for the Self is ^ ^%r ^ ^ ^ ^RFT ^ ^ W I
eternal aid changeless; the expansion ^   \.     ^   n .^  .
here referred to means the gradual f^^T^H^tT^iyrW w ^if^^Pt PHT^ II
removal of the ^ oil of Nescience.          4 ^^ ^p. I, 12, l.Anand.^eries,
3 Jivan Mukti Viveka, Anandash- No. 12, pp. 33-35.

